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NO. YEARS 

OWNED NATURE OF OCCUPANCY

SHOULD BE 

CLOSED FOR 

FISHING

SHOULD BE 

NAMED SUGGESTED NAME

INTERESTED IN BEING 

FREINDS OF RESERVE COMMENTS

16 Owner Occupier Yes Yes

Tigersnake Reserve  

OR  Sheoak Park Yes

I live beside the Reserve and bought here because the waterway was a 'conservation wetland' - Not a 

public fishing place - It's got out of hand.  I already look after the area, mowing where Shire mower can't 

access.  A seat has been placed by Shire, but isn't on Reserve property.  I would appreciate any 

improvements/help but before planting anything, PLEASE consult me first. (No more eucalyptus) fire 

hazard.  East Denmark Fire Brigade meet and practice at this Reserve.  Our standpipe has been tampered 

with during marron season, many years now.

13 Owner Occupier Yes Yes Sheoak Park No

11 Owner Occupier Yes Yes No We appreciate that the Shire has been recently maintaining the mowing of the park. Thank you.

10 Owner Occupier No No

I believe the park should be left as is.  In the ten years of living here this is the first time I've heard of 

antisocial behaviour.  I done believe children, swimming, fishing, playing in the area is antisocial and 

would rather see them out and about than stuck inside the house.

5 Owner Occupier Yes

Sheoak Rest (NOT 

named after a person) No

If closed who will police the park?  To be developed into a picnic area with gazebo, fixed table and 

chairs, BBQ and toilets.

17 Owner Occupier Yes Yes Reflection Park Yes

14 Absentee Owner No No No

I have been fishing there with my son who lives in Denmark and have never seen any antisocial 

behaviour and always enjoyed the evening out in the park and wish to continue to do so.

6 Owner Occupier Yes Yes

Sheoak Waters or 

after a well known 

resident? Yes We would not like the overnight camping, though a picnic table would be nice.

1 Owner Occupier Yes Yes Sheoak Park No

4 Owner Occupier Yes Yes Sheoak Reserve Yes Great idea to keep the louts out - hopefully!

6 Owner Occupier Yes Yes Sheoak Reserve No

4 Owner Occupier No No No

I don't care about a name, but the park should be improved.  I.e. - swings for kids, shaded benches.....!  

Antisocial behaviour should always be addressed  (i.e. - littering, trespassing) but a total ban on 

fishing/socialising at the park, even for local residence is an over reaction.  Get the Rangers to fine 

people who misbehave, no need to punish everybody for the sins of a few.

11 Owner Occupier Yes Yes

The Bronnie Wallace 

Park Yes

It is a shame outside visitors abuse the marron fishing in the lake, it spoils this pleasure for locals.  

Unfortunately bad behaviour means the closure of this facility.

Total 13 Respondents 9 closed to fishing Named 10 Friends of Reserves 4

4 open to fishing No Name 3 Not interested 9
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